


Why Made in the Shade? 
Our business model is designed with your complimentary, in-home consultation in mind. We’ll sit down for a 
few minutes to talk about what you’re interested in seeing, and then bring in the samples so that you can make 
an informed decision. No matter your product choice, our first goal is to make certain that you are completely 
comfortable – and educated – with your window covering choices. What sets us apart is that every one of our 
highly trained design experts are committed to offering you the perfect solution for your windows. 

We are proud to stand by our five-point value system, part of our commitment to offer genuine value with every 
single product we sell:

Quality: Every single product we sell is made of top-quality materials by the best and most experienced 
window covering companies in the world. We sell the best because they make the best.

Customization: Just because every window needs to be covered doesn’t mean you should do what ev-
eryone else does. Make each window yours – dare to be different. We make it easy!

Service: We back up every sale with service. Our goal is to provide stellar care after the sale because 
every client is a story, and we want your story to be as amazing as your window coverings.

Warranty: Everything we sell is covered by our manufacturers’ generous warranties. Most of our prod-
ucts carry a limited lifetime warranty. So, not only will we back up our own sales with service down the 
road, we also work with our trusted vendor partners who back up everything they manufacture. This is 
peace of mind like no other.

Price: We all know that price doesn’t always equal value, but when we back it up with the best products 
and the best warranties in the business, we’re offering great value at a great price. Guaranteed.

THE MADE IN THE SHADE STORY:

At Made in the Shade Blinds & More, we 

are committed to offer our valued clients 

superior customer service by adding beauty, 

function, style and value to every home and 

business. Since our inception in 2004, Made 

in the Shade has expanded to well over 100 

locations throughout the US and Canada, 

emerging as an award-winning leader in the 

custom window coverings industry.

OUR MISSION:

Our mission is to provide you with high 

quality, custom window treatments, and 

stellar service with a personal touch. Whether 

you’re looking for blinds, shades, shutters, 

draperies, or a little something different, 

we endeavor to exceed your expectations 

and ensure your complete satisfaction. 

GUARANTEED!

Make each window yours. Dare to be different! We make it easy.
 

Let us show you how pleasant your in-home shopping experience can be.
Contact us today to schedule an appointment with one of our design professionals! 



BLINDS
OUR CUSTOM BLIND COLLECTION

WOOD

FAUX WOOD

When it comes to blinds, you’ve got it Made in the Shade! Each Made in the Shade Blinds & More dealer offers quality, 
custom window blinds in a variety of styles, options and beautiful finishes. From the real wood look of a faux wood 
blind, to the classic and timeless look of a real wood blind, our blind collections are perfectly suited for traditional, 
contemporary, modern and urban tastes!

Choose from our classic, popular paint finishes to contemporary rich stains. Add decorative cotton tapes, wood 
valances, or cornices to make a statement in any room setting. We can help you dress your windows to impress! 
And with a wide range of no-charge options and upgrades, our custom blinds will add warmth, energy efficiency, and 
timeless beauty to any room. Let our experienced design consultants help you identify your needs and build attractive 
custom blinds for your home or office.

ALUMINUM

VERTICAL



WOOD BLINDS
Wood blinds offer a warm, natural look to their surroundings. Ranging in slat sizes 

from 1 inch, 2 inch, and 2-1/2 inch, wood blinds are offered in a variety of designer 

paint colors, natural stains and rich finishes. Wood blinds add a touch of richness 

and elegance to any room in your home!

• Extensive selection of today’s most popular trim paint finishes

• Rich spectrum of natural stains and finishes invoke luxury and sophistication

• Custom color-match existing wood trims and finishes in your home

• Easy to clean with occasinal feather dusting

• Energy efficient, since wood is a natural insulator

• Ability to control the amount of light entering a room

• Wider slat sizes offer a more traditional, shutter-like appearance at a fraction 

of the cost

• Beautiful selection of decorative wood valances and cornices can turn your 

window into a fine furnishing

• Available with cotton tapes in rich solids and decorative patterns for a great 

way to incorporate color and fashion

• Available with motorization and cordless lift systems for added safety and 

convienence. 

WOOD BLIND FEATURES: 

FAUX WOOD BLINDS
Faux wood blinds offer the classic appeal of real wood blinds, with even greater 

added benefits. They are the perfect choice for high-moisture areas, as they resist 

warping, cracking, chipping and peeling over time. Faux wood blinds are available 

in a variety of paint and wood grain finishes to accent any decor. These blinds are 

truly a perfect window covering solution for any room setting.

• Highly durable polymer construction with UV inhibitors to resist yellowing, 

cracking, bending or breaking

• Superior insulation for lower energy bills deal for high humidity areas, as 

they are moisture resistant

• Easy to clean

• Ability to control the amount of light entering a room

• Vinyl material is opaque, which darkens a room

• Affordable way to get the look of real wood at a substantially lower price

• Wider slats offer a more traditional, shutter-like appearance at a fraction of 

the cost

• Woven cotton tapes available in rich solids and decorative patterns to 

inspire creative customization

• Available with tilt motorization and cordless lift for added safety and 

convenience

FAUX WOOD BLIND FEATURES: 



ALUMINUM BLINDS
Aluminum blinds, commonly known as “mini-blinds,” consist of lightweight 

aluminum slats, ranging in sizes from the 1/2”  micro, 1” mini and the 2” macro, to 

customize your view. Their sleek design and wide selection of colors and styles 

make them suitable for almost any room decor.

• Lightweight and highly durable

• Ability to control the amount of light entering a room

• Provide adequate privacy for a room

• Easy to clean; resistant to moisture

• Timeless, classic look

• Great for functionality and affordability

• Perfect for residential and commercial settings (business offices, schools, 

apartments)

• Available with motorization and cordless for added safety and convenience

ALUMINUM BLIND FEATURES: 

VERTICAL BLINDS
Vertical blinds provide the ideal solution for covering sliding glass doors or 

large windows. They complement most window shapes and add height to any 

room. They are available in a full range of styles, from moderately priced vinyl to 

decorative fabrics. The vertical vanes rotate open and closed and traverse across 

the window like a drapery to provide excellent light control. Vertical blinds can 

be stacked tightly to one side, allowing you to take full advantage of your outside 

view.

• Tilting or traversing allows control over amount of light in a room

• Provide optimum privacy and security when closed

• Very durable

• Easy to clean: vanes hang vertically, eliminating settling dust, so they remain 

virtually dust free

• Unique design options available—can be installed within the same boundaries 

as drapes (floor to ceiling, wall to wall, etc.)

• Stack tightly when closed, taking up much less space than draperies

• Wide variety of materials from which to choose (Vinyl, fabric, wood, and 

woven wood material)

VERTICAL BLIND FEATURES: 



SHADES
OUR CUSTOM SHADE COLLECTION

PLEATED CELLULAR

SOLAR ROLLER EXTERIOR

Made in the Shade Blinds and More is your premiere destination for high-quality, custom window shades. With our impressive 

selection of colors, textures, patterns and vibrant fabrics, we can help you choose the perfect window shadings to complement any 

room or decor. From simple to stunning, our premium window shade collections will satisfy the most discriminating of tastes. You’ll 

enjoy our extensive offering of options and upgrades for uncompromising style. Dress up a room with over-the-top elegance or make 

a statement with simplicity. Choose from our top-down, bottom-up feature, to enhanced child safety options like cordless lift. With 

varying opacity levels and functionality, we can meet your unique window treatment needs. Would you prefer to motorize your 

window shades? Consider it done! Let us demonstrate our state-of-the-art motorization options to you during your free, in-home 

consultation.

Our shade collections are the perfect choice for those wanting to make an upscale fashion statement at an impressive and affordable 

price. With innovative features, contemporary styling, carefree maintenance and stunning designs, we can help you transform your 

windows, room by room.

SHEER LAYERED

NATURAL ROMAN



PLEATED SHADES
Pleated Shades are a fashionable and affordable window treatment option, 

whether as a stand-alone treatment or accompanied by a drapery. They feature 

decorative fabrics in permanent, accordion-like pleats that are crisp and stylish. 

Like cellular (honeycomb) shades, they also lift and lower with the use of a single 

pull cord, or you can choose our popular cordless or motorized option. Beautiful 

woven fabrics brings out the color intensity and material texture. Pleated shade 

fabrics are available in various opacities, from sheer, to light filtering, to room 

darkening.

• Pleated shades have appealing designer options, with many premium fabrics 

from which to choose

• Greater range of textures, designs and prints

• They stack very tightly when raised, maximizing view

• Available in 1 inch and 2 inch pleat sizes

• Great for covering skylights, arches, angles, and curves

• Variety of control options available (top down/bottom up, cordless,

• motorized, etc.)

• Great choice for interior French doors in providing privacy and style – fabric 

shows the same color on both sides

PLEATED SHADE FEATURES: 

CELLULAR SHADES
Cellular Shades are one of the most versatile and innovative window coverings in 

today’s market. These shades feature a unique pleated honeycomb construction to 

provide both fashion and superior energy efficiency. Raise and lower the shade as 

needed for light control and privacy with a pull cord, cordless feature or motorized 

options. The durable, washable, polyester fabric is available in a wide range of 

colors and textures in various cell sizes, and in various opacities, from sheer to total 

blackout.

• Superior insulators – the most energy efficient window covering available on 

the market

• No route holes or exposed strings, offering a streamlined appearance

• Cellular shades are able to cover large areas with a solid piece of fabric. Fabric 

sizes up to 144” wide with no visible seams

• Great application for arches or specialty shapes

• Unique lifting options available (top-down/bottom-up, cordless, motorized, etc.)

• Made of a woven polyester fabric treated to resist stains and static electricity, 

making them easy to clean, with edges that won’t fray

• Very durable – the polyester fabric bounces back and holds its pleats for a tight 

stacking

• Excellent selection if a blackout treatment is desired

• Fabric is neutral on the back side, providing a nice, consistent look from the 

home’s exterior

CELLULAR SHADE FEATURES: 



ROLLER SHADES
Beautiful form. Beautiful function. Roller Shades are one of today’s more popular 

choices in window coverings. Nothing gives a more finished or tailored look than 

a single, neat shade that completely rolls up to allow your view to take center 

stage. Our diverse collections come in a wide variety of colors, textures and stylish 

fabrics. Add a sleek cassette with a matching fabric to hide the roller mechanism 

and provide a finished look. Add even more style and personality to your roller 

shades by adding one of our decorative hem designs and trims. Roller Shades are 

easy to operate, affordable and complement any decor.

• Functional and durable

• Energy efficient

• Offers security and privacy

• Protects against unwanted sun glare

• Available in vinyls and popular decorative fabrics and textures

• Easy to clean

• Light filtering to blackout materials

• Shades roll up tight, maximizing view

• Child safety control options to keep your home safe and serene

• Motorized lifting system lifts and lowers shades at the touch of a button

ROLLER SHADE FEATURES: 

SOLAR SHADES
Solar Shades are like sunglasses for your windows, making them the perfect solution 

for minimizing glare from the sun and controlling indoor temperature. Available 

in different openness factors, these shades gently diffuse natural sunlight, block 

harmful UV rays and keep rooms cooler. Their simple yet streamlined appearance 

complement any décor or style.

• Maximum energy efficiency

• Minimizes glare on TV’s and computer monitors

• Wide variety of state-of-the-art textures and fabrics

• Maintains great outward visibility, even when shade is fully lowered

• Perfect choice for commercial applications, such as office buildings, restaurants 

and schools

• Available in exterior solar shades to provide protection from the sun’s harsh UV 

rays and heat, as well as added privacy

• Add motorization for convenience at the touch of a button

SOLAR SHADE FEATURES: 



Our custom patio and exterior shade systems provide the perfect solution for 

shading east, south and west facing areas from the harsh sun, heat and glare. Keep 

your beautiful outdoor view while enhancing your privacy! Our name brand vendors 

manufacture high quality window shade and patio shade systems for both residential 

and commercial applications. With our expertise in controlling natural sunlight with 

solar screen and blackout window shades, we can recommend the perfect window 

covering or patio shade solution. Our exterior shades are for more than just patios. 

We can add comfort to a variety of your outdoor living areas:

EXTERIOR SHADES

• Patios

• Decks

• Pergolas

• Porches

• Balconies

• Gazebos

• Custom shades available up to 25’ wide

• Clutch operated or motorized lifting systems

• Large selection of varied textures, colors and fabric openness

• Highly durable fabrics to withstand the elements

• Fully retractable shades

• Significant heat reduction lowers energy costs

• Superior glare control and UV protection

•  Home automation integration solutions available

EXTERIOR SHADE FEATURES: 



SHEER SHADES
For the ultimate in elegance and luxury, sheer shades are a seamless blend 

of light control and style. Imagine two layers of sheer fabrics to protect your 

room from the sun’s damaging UV rays, combined with soft fabric vanes for the 

ultimate light control. Sheer shades are made for the most demanding of styles, 

giving your windows a clean, crisp appearance with stunning sophistication. 

Sheer Window Shadings are a perfect combination of blinds, roller shades, and 

classic sheers to elevate the look and feel of your entire home. Plus, there are 

no inner cords to distract from their beauty. Sheer shades offer the pinnacle of 

quality, elegance and fashion among today’s upscale window treatments. 

• Available in a wide variety of vane sizes, providing several different view 

options

• Sheer fabrics help protect furniture and floors from harmful UV rays

• Diffuses harsh sunlight and disperses it evenly throughout the room

• Operates as easily as a roller shade

• Tucks seamlessly into a matched fabric-wrapped valance

• Ideal for those who enjoy the view-through of a sheer, but also need 

daytime privacy

• Different opacities available from light filtering to room dimming

• Easily integrate motorization with your home automation system

SHEER SHADE FEATURES: 

LAYERED SHADES
Imagine a shade that is a hybrid of fabric shades and horizontal blinds. 

Presenting the perfect blend of both: Layered Shades. It’s flexibility and light 

control at your fingertips. A design as unique and innovative as you are – stylish 

and stunning. Layered shades are designed as a roller shade with two closely-

linked layers of fabric with unified stripes of sheer fabrics combined with tightly 

woven bands of color. The sheer fabric helps protect your furniture and floors 

from the sun’s damaging UV rays, while the bold, wide stripes of color create a 

unique look for your room with the punch of clean, horizontal lines. There are 

no seams or cords to disrupt the look, and these beautiful shades disappear 

completely into a matching fabric- wrapped cassette valance.

Whether you’re looking for a neutral hue for a classic look, or the boldness of 

weaves or shiny metallics, layered shades provide the perfect modern look for 

your room.

• A wide selection of fabric colors; neutrals to metallic

• Helps protect floors and furniture from damaging UV rays

• Contemporary style with clean, horizontal lines

• Available in light filtering or room darkening fabrics

• Motorization is also available

• Easily integrate motorization with your home automation system

LAYERED SHADE FEATURES: 



NATURAL SHADES
Natural Shades add a warm, rich dimension to any room, whether they are 

hanging flat in the fully lowered position, or raised, creating even, overlapping 

folds. Their appearance is relaxed and inviting and add so much to any decor 

for your home or office. The combination of fine wood and natural bamboo 

used in woven wood shades gives any room the look and feel of nature at its 

elegant best. In addition to the materials being stunningly beautiful, they are 

exceptionally durable.

• Natural, exquisitely hand-crafted woven woods offer exotic beauty and 

flexibility in design treatments

• Versatile selection of bamboo, rattan, reeds, jutes and woods offers 

flexibility in decorating needs

• Available with liners for ultimate light control

• Available with top-down configuration to ensure privacy while 

maintaining the view

• Adds a unique, organic appeal to any room or decor

• Can be motorized or cordless for child safety

NATURAL SHADE FEATURES: 

ROMAN SHADES
Elevate your home’s decor with stunning versatility and innovative design. 

Roman Shades combine the soft elegance of a fine drapery with the ease and 

convenience of a shade. Their traditional and timeless look beautifully showcases 

natural textures and unique patterns to add softness, romance or boldness to 

any room or décor. Whether you’re looking for a neutral hue for a classic look, 

or the boldness of weaves or shiny metallics, layered shades provide the perfect 

modern look for your room.

• Variety of styles to appeal to any design preference from traditional to casual 

to modern to completely elegant

• Wide selection of light-filtering to room darkening fabric choices, including 

soft silks, classic stripes, bold patterns, refined neutrals and stylish jacquards

• Available in many style options, from tear drop shades, to cascading folds, to 

relaxed folds to tailored flat

• When raised, Roman shades stack and convert to a decorative valance at the 

top of the window

• The look of a costly custom shade at an affordable price

• Provide privacy while allowing natural light into the room

• Neutral fabric lining from the street side for a uniform appearance

• Can be motorized or cordless for child safety

ROMAN SHADE FEATURES: 



Custom draperies and soft treatments have the power to transform the entire look and feel of a room 

by adding a sophisticated sense of comfort and warmth. They can be layered on top of another window 

treatment or stand alone for a perfect finishing touch. They also fit any style decor from trendy to 

modern, and traditional to contemporary. Draperies also have the ability to make any room appear 

larger or smaller depending on where they are mounted. With hundreds of available fabrics--sheers to 

blackouts; patterns to solids, and numerous header options it makes it easy to create a custom look that 

is all your own.

DRAPERIES

DRAPERY HEADER STYLES

Plain Top Pinch Pleat Inverted Pinch Pleat Back Tab

Grommet Top Four Finger Pleat Classic Tab Cartridge Pleat

Inverted Box Pleat Wrapped Tab Rod Pocket Rod Pocket Top & Bottom



Our custom Plantation Window Shutters add a touch of class, timeless style, and 

aesthetic beauty to any environment. When comparing the many window treatment 

options available, shutters are considered by many to be the all-around best and most 

complete solution. It’s like adding fine furniture to your windows. Shutters are also the 

ONLY window covering that actually add coveted resale value to your home!

Our beautiful interior shutters are a great addition to any home. They are available 

in real wood, composite, and durable faux wood for your various needs and tastes. 

Different louver sizes include 2-1/2” for a more traditional look, 3-1/2” for a more 

contemporary look, and 4-1/2” for the ultra-modern look. With an impressive selection 

of options and upgrades, shutters truly add elegance and sophistication to any home.

SHUTTERS

• Provide a very decorative, timeless look

• Operable louvers allow you exceptional privacy and light control

• Provide excellent visibility—larger louvered shutters provide a virtually unobstructed view

• Our real wood shutters are made from the highest grade of North American hardwoods

• Our faux and composite shutters look like real wood, but their premium synthetic materials are able to resist high 

humidity areas, fading and cracking

• Superior design adds a layer of extra insulation to your windows, keeping heating and cooling costs down for greater 

energy savings

• Heavy-duty construction ensures long life

• Perfect solution for large windows, specialty shapes, and arched windows

• Cordless to ensure child and pet safety

• We can match any paint color or wood finish to complement your decor

• Can be motorized for ease of operation on second story or hard to reach windows

• Shutters are the ultimate window covering choice for increasing the value of your home, since they are actually 

considered a fixed part of the home, and not an accessory. 

SHUTTER FEATURES: 



SHUTTER OPTIONS
CENTER TILT

LOUVER SIZES

2.5” 3.5” 4.5”

INVISIBLE TILT

CUSTOM PAINT COLOR FRENCH DOOR CUT-OUTS SPECIALTY SHAPES



1. Bypass Shutters

2. Bi-Fold Shutters

3. Vertical Cellular

4. Sliding Panels

5. Horizontal Shades

6. Vertical Blinds

7. Traversing Sheers

8. Custom Draperies

9. Vertical Wovens 

9 Ways to Cover

SLIDING GLASS 
OR PATIO DOORS



TABLEAUX GRILLES
Make a statement without breaking the bank! Our custom Faux Iron Grilles 

provide the look and feel of wrought iron without the weight or the cost! Take your 

windows from ordinary to extraordinary with limitless creative and decorative 

possibilities.

• Custom sizes and specialty shapes available

• Create your own custom design to complement your style of decor

• Today’s most popular finishes and custom finishes, too

• Go Green! Constructed out of 100% post-industrial recycled wood fiber and 

formaldehyde-free resin

• Easy maintenance; will not rust or fade

• Perfect solution for transom windows, sidelights, arches and specialty shapes

• Create impressive custom ceilings

• Dress up niches or walls

• Impressive outdoor applications

• Moisture resistant, rot resistant, termite resistant and fire retardant

TABLEAUX GRILLE FEATURES: 

                  Ceiling Treatments

                   Transom Windows

                  Decorative Accents

                   Window Treatments

                            Room Dividers



Ask us about motorization!

• Popular and Affordable Choice:  Motorization is available on most of your favorite blind, shade, shutter and drapery 
collections.

• Hand-Held Remote Convenience:  Preset your hand-held remote to raise and lower shades to different positions, as 
well as individual to multiple shade operations – all from the comfort of your couch!

• Peace of Mind:  Increase your security and privacy by programming your shades to open and close when you are 
away from home.

• Not Just for Shades:  Motorized tilt is available on our blind collections for the ultimate in light control.

• New Construction:  Building a brand-new home or business? Call us about our hard-wired motorization options for 
new construction.

• Existing Homes: Enjoy the latest in technology with our battery and solar powered motors.

• Save Money: Lower your energy costs with sun-sensored control.

• Practical Options: Wireless wall switches and programmable timers are available to pre-set when your shades open 
and close.

• Child Safety: Since there are no dangling cords, motorized shades are the ideal choice for child and pet safety.

• Longevity: Motorized window treatments place less wear and tear on your blinds and shades than manual operation.

• Integration Solutions: Ask us about integrating your motorized window treatments with your home automation 
system.

MOTORIZATION FEATURES:


